ABSTRACT Screening for thousands of viruses and other pathogenic microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, and parasites, in human tumor tissues will provide a better understanding of the contributory role of the microbiome in the predisposition for, causes of, and therapeutic responses to the associated cancer. Metagenomic assays designed to perform these tasks will have to include rapid and economical processing of large numbers of samples, supported by straightforward data analysis pipeline and flexible sample preparation options for multiple input tissue types from individual patients, mammals, or environmental samples. To meet these requirements, the PathoChip platform was developed by targeting viral, prokaryotic, and eukaryotic genomes with multiple DNA probes in a microarray format that can be combined with a variety of upstream sample preparation protocols and downstream data analysis. PathoChip screening of DNA plus RNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tumor tissues demonstrated the utility of this platform, and the detection of oncogenic viruses was validated using independent PCR and deep sequencing methods. These studies demonstrate the use of the PathoChip technology combined with PCR and deep sequencing as a valuable strategy for detecting the presence of pathogens in human cancers and other diseases. 
I
n 2008, over 2 million cases of cancer worldwide (approximately 20% of all tumors) were associated with one of a number of infectious agents: 10 viruses (papillomavirus; hepatitis B and C viruses; polyomaviruses BK virus, JC virus, and Merkel cell polyomavirus [MCpyV] ; Epstein-Barr virus [EBV] ; human herpesvirus 8; T-cell leukemia virus type 1; and human T-cell leukemia virus type 2), one bacterium (Helicobacter pylori), and two helminths (schistosomes and liver flukes) which are major contributors to cancers as etiological agents (1) . Considering the thousands of microbial species that comprise the normal human microbiome (2) , it is likely that the microbe communities can substantially influence normal physiology, as well as the causes of (or major contributors to) and response to diseases (3), including cancer. These effects are the subject of intense investigation in tissue systems known to have resident microbiomes, which include the gastrointestinal tract (4) (5) (6) , skin (7) , and airway (8) (9) (10) , and in immune and inflammatory responses (11) (12) (13) (14) . Microbiome profiling is also examining the less obvious roles for microbes and their presence in unexpected locations. Some examples that are relevant but not limited to cancer include modulation of tumor microenvironments (15) and dysbiosis of bacterial populations in breast cancer tissues (16) .
As de novo cataloguing expands the count of microbial species in the human microbiome and characterizes their distributions, metagenomic tools are needed to efficiently identify an infectious agent strongly associated with a disease. The ability to evaluate the contributions of a microbiome will be necessary to understand the interactions between pathogens, pathogen interactions with commensal organisms, host genetics, and environmental factors.
PCR amplification using universal 16S rRNA primers, followed by amplicon sequencing, is the most widely used strategy for exploring investigations in associated microbiomes and provides an effective discovery tool (17) . However, this will work only for bacterial species with amplicons that survive population PCR but not for viruses or eukaryotic microorganisms. 16S rRNA sequencing can also be used to screen large sets of samples but may have difficulty in discriminating between strains or reporting the presence of genomic variants or pathogenicity factors. Deep sequencing of the total DNA from a sample can certainly identify bacterial, viral, and other microbiome members (3, 17, 18) but with a severe penalty in efficiency. Even if the field attains the as-yet-unrealized goal of a cost of $1,000 per genome, total DNA sequencing will be an expensive method for screening hundreds or thousands of experimental and control samples to detect associations of pathogens with a particular disease. Depending on the specimen sampled, the data may overwhelmingly be from host human sequences, creating an unnecessarily large search space for locating pathogen signatures and resulting in the majority of sequence reads being discarded.
DNA microarrays have been used for metagenomics. The Lawrence Berkeley Lab/Affymetrix PhyloChip is based on rRNA sequences (19) . An academically developed Virochip has probes for 1,500-plus viruses (20, (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) and has successfully detected viruses in pathology samples. The Virochip platform is limited to viruses and assays RNA that is reverse transcribed to cDNA for PCR amplification (20, (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . The Glomics GeoChip 4.0 focuses on RNA expression by bacteria in the human microbiome (21) and covers bacteriophages but no other viruses, nor any eukaryotic microorganisms. PathGen Dx has launched a PathChip kit that features an Affymetrix microarray for all known viruses and a broad selection of bacteria (22) but no eukaryotic pathogens.
These and other array-based tools illustrate the demand for methods to quickly and economically screen sets of samples for broad microbial content, including species beyond bacteria (23) . This report describes development of the PathoChip platform containing probes for all known publicly available virus sequences and hundreds of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and helminths, providing wide coverage of microbial pathogens in an economical format. Where possible, multiple probes to independent regions of the target genome are used to improve an opportunity for detection. Furthermore, while the PathoChip content was developed from sequences to known targets, the ability to discover new strains or organisms is provided by the inclusion of probes to sequences that are conserved within and between viral families. To this end, a previously unknown virus with homology to a conserved sequence may produce a corresponding hybridization signal from such a probe, if not to a complete probe set. A supporting workflow is described for profiling large collections of tumor samples typically available as formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue in biobanks and includes simultaneous detection of DNA and RNA to expand the range of targets available for hybridization.
RESULTS

Microarray design.
The PathoChip design goals were to cover all public NCBI viral genomes and genomic sequences from a broad selection of microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, and parasites) that are pathogenic to humans, using multiple probes to independent target sites in the genome of each species (Fig. 1A) . The resulting collection of pathogen sequences was assembled into a metagenome containing 58 chromosomes of 448.9 million bp and 5,206 accessions for over 4,200 viruses, bacteria, fungi, and parasites. Agilent custom probe design algorithms built for comparative genomic hybridization applications were used to identify 5.5 million probes from the metagenome. Over 3 million of these probes were predicted to have low risk of cross-hybridization with a human genome sequence. Importantly, a subset of these probes that map to unique target regions of the selected pathogens was synthesized on PathoChip v2a microarrays, and a separate subset that covers regions of sequence conservation between at least two or more viruses was synthesized on PathoChip v2b arrays (Fig. 1B ). An enhanced feature of the PathoChip v2b was the inclusion of 2,085 probes tiled throughout the lengths of 22 accessions for agents known to be tightly associated with human cancers.
Pilot assays using Agilent reference human DNA showed median probe intensities of over 750 fluorescence units for probes to human sequences, around 17 fluorescence units for nonhuman specific probes on PathoChip v2a, and 120 fluorescence units for nonhuman conserved probes on PathoChip v2b (experiment 1, Table 1 ). These assays identified 6,360 probes with fluorescence values of Ͼ150 that would apparently be able to hybridize to human DNA and were therefore removed from consideration for generation of the PathoChip v3 design, which combined the unique and conserved probe sets (Fig. 1B) .
Pilot experiment 1 indicated that the presence or absence of Cot-1 DNA made no difference in probe performance (Tables 1  and 2 ). Therefore, this reagent was omitted from subsequent assays. Interestingly, very high hybridization intensities were noted for probes to Epstein-Barr virus (EBV; human herpesvirus 4) from this control human DNA. The manufacturer confirmed that cell lines used to prepare the male and female SureTag human reference DNA were infected with this virus to generate the cell lines. EBV detection in tumor screening assays that used this reagent was therefore possible if the signals were not normalized to EBV probe signals to the xhh Cy5 channel. Future assays for our screens utilized virus-free reference human DNA as the crosshybridization control after validation through a number of stringent steps for detection of other known viruses.
Assay response to positive controls. The limited amounts of tissue available in most tumor archives or obtained from clinical procedures, such as fine needle aspirates and other biopsy specimens, require that metagenomic screening protocols include efficient strategies for nucleic acid extractions combined with an amplification step which allows for genome-or transcriptome-wide representation of microbial agents present in the sample. These methods must additionally be compatible with the degraded DNA and RNA typically produced by formalin tissue fixation. A draft workflow was designed to address these technical hurdles (Fig. 1C) , and pilot experiments were conducted to test the amplification and detection of a number of positive-control viruses.
Three whole-genome amplification (WGA) methods that use phi29 polymerase rolling-circle amplification (24) (GenomiPhi), universal primer multiplex PCR (25) (GenomePlex and TransPlex), or single-primer isothermal amplification (26) (Ovation WGA) were tested for their ability to detect a small bacteriophage genome spiked into a background of human DNA (15 ng). phiX174 DNA at copy numbers 1ϫ, 10ϫ, and 100ϫ relative to a single-copy human genomic locus was easily detected by PathoChip probes after any of the amplification reactions ( Fig. 2A) . To test detection of human DNA and RNA viruses, DNA from cell lines containing adenovirus type 5 or RNA containing respiratory syncytial virus was amplified by the GenomePlex DNA and TransPlex RNA methods (experiments 2 and 3, Table 2 ). The cell line DNA and RNA samples were then mixed and simultaneously amplified by TransPlex (experiment 4, Table 2 ). Probes for both viruses produced strong and specific Baldwin et al. detection signals. This indicated that the TransPlex reverse transcription worked robustly in the presence of genomic DNA, and genomic DNA and cDNA targets were coamplified.
Human adenovirus type 5, JC polyomavirus, or BK polyomavirus DNA was added to a background of 15 ng of human DNA at absolute copy numbers ranging from 10,000 to 10 viral genomes. After TransPlex amplification, adenovirus type 5 was detected by PathoChip probes at all copy numbers while the polyomavirus probes produced detectable signal above background, detecting at least 100 genome copies (Fig. 2B) .
The genomic sequence of human cytomegalovirus (CMV) strain AD169, a laboratory-adapted strain, differs at several locations from the NCBI reference CMV sequence, a clinical strain. This includes a large deletion. DNA from a cell line infected with CMV AD169 was amplified and hybridized to PathoChip v3, which includes a set of saturation tiling probes for the CMV reference genome. While most probes produced high signals, probes located at sites that are polymorphic or deleted in CMV AD169 had significantly reduced fluorescence signals, clearly delineating the polymorphisms or deletions in the laboratory strain (Fig. 2C) .
Assay performance with tumor tissue samples. The AllPrep DNA/RNA FFPE kit provides efficient extraction of genomic DNA and total RNA from the same FFPE specimen, so this kit was tested for its ability, importantly, to extract nucleic acids from fungal cells and Gram-negative or Gram-positive bacteria, which are likely to be the most difficult microbial agents in the samples. DNA and RNA from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Bacillus cereus, and Escherichia coli cultures were efficiently recovered using the kit (data not shown). This provided a preliminary indication that nucleic acids from eukaryotic and prokaryotic pathogens can be extracted and detected from the PathoChip tumor extraction procedure (Fig. 1C) .
The screen was performed on an initial set of eight oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC)/head and neck carcinoma samples from FFPE tissue specimens. Human p16 overexpression from the CDKN2A gene is correlated with oncogenic human papillomavirus (HPV) infection in OSCC, and p16 immunohistochemistry is used as a prognostic molecular biomarker in clinical pathology laboratories, with high sensitivity but poor specificity for HPV (27) . The OSCC samples included five p16-positive tumors and three p16-negative tumors as determined by pathology at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. From our PathoChip screen, four of the five p16(ϩ) tumors produced high detection signals across the 68 PathoChip probes for HPV16, and the fifth tumor showed signals for a small subset of HPV16 probes. The remaining tumors were negative for PathoChip HPV16 detection ( Fig. 3) . Despite good hybridization to other p16(ϩ) samples, three of the HPV probes for tumor 2025 and two probes for tumor 2028 had no detectable signal This is suggestive of an HPV strain variation, which was similar to the results from polymorphic sites in the CMV positive-control experiment. Development of PathoChip analysis strategies using OSCC tumor screening data. Oncogenic viruses may undergo significant genomic rearrangements or deletions in host tumors. Furthermore, viral strains can be widely polymorphic, and detection of a new pathogen may rely on signal from a single probe. Several levels of data analysis are therefore needed to detect three main classes of "hits" that might be expected in a screening project (Fig. 4) . Accession signal (AccSig), the average of all probes for an accession adjusted for human DNA cross-hybridization, was calculated to screen for detection by a majority of probes in an accession's set. MAT (model-based analysis of tiling arrays) scores (28) from a sliding window of probes were calculated to detect local areas of high signal regardless of accession boundaries. t tests with multiple testing correction were employed at the individual probe level to identify probes with signal consistently higher than back- from the NCBI DNA sequence databases and concatenated to form a metagenome. Wherever possible, regions of target sequence unique to the accession (a and c) were used to select multiple 60-nt probes (1, 2, and 4 to 6) for microarray synthesis, and probes to target regions that share similar sequences in at least two viral accessions (b) were also identified. Probes to prokaryotic and eukaryotic pathogens may map to intergenic, gene, or rRNA sequences or a mixture of target types, depending on the availability of sequence data. (B) Parallel and iterative design processes were used to assemble the PathoChip probe collection that covers unique and conserved target regions, supplemented with high-resolution probe tiling for known cancer-associated microorganisms. (C) The PathoChip tumor screening protocol simultaneously assays DNA and RNA from small amounts of tissue recovered from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor specimens. processes were compared in their abilities to detect phiX174 bacteriophage genomic DNA spiked into human DNA. 1ϫ DNA was equivalent to the molarity for a single-copy locus in the human genome. Green bars are the median Cy3 signal for the 14 phiX174 probes hybridized to test samples, and red bars show the median Cy5 signal from control samples (human DNA only). Error bars indicate standard deviations across probes. (B) Detection responses for three viruses were measured over a dilution series from 10,000 to 10 genomic copies per sample. Genomic DNA for each virus was spiked into a reference amount of human DNA. Blue bars are the average Cy3 signals for all probes to the indicated viruses hybridized to test samples, and white lines indicate the probes' Cy5 average from control samples (human DNA only). (C) Human cytomegalovirus (CMV) DNA was hybridized to a PathoChip containing 299 probes for saturation tiling across the reference CMV genome (NCBI accession NC_006273). The DNA was from CMV AD169, a strain that differs from the reference sequence at several locations, and was spiked into a background of human DNA for cohybridization with reference human DNA only (xhh). Red numerals indicate example probes for positive detection (1), low signal due to sequence polymorphisms (2, 3, and 4), and missing signal due to deletion in AD169 (5 and 6).
ground across the population of tumors, and an outlier analysis was conducted for probes with high signal but only in one or a few tumors from the screening population. Data from a screening project of 100 OSCC tumors were used to evaluate these analysis methods. AccSig for HPV16 was consistent with p16 pathology reports ( Fig. 5A ; see also Table S1 in the supplemental material), with 80% of p16(ϩ) tumors producing an AccSig value of more than 100. Of the eight p16(ϩ) tumors with low or no HPV16 AccSig, four showed high signals for a subset of HPV16 probes or produced significant AccSig values for HPV26 or HPV92. The sliding window analysis recapitulated AccSig results and highlighted the differences between detection events for full or partial HPV16 genomes. In Fig. 5B , metagenome regions with a MAT score of more than 3,000 were compiled for each sample, and the individual probes within each region were ordered by map position in a plot of probe signals. This analysis detected a number of other organisms, including pathogenic oral bacteria, although the signals were lower than those of the HPV genomes. These preliminary candidates will be investigated using confirmatory PCR and sequencing methods. Analyses at the individual probe level also demonstrated utility for identifying candidates. A large majority of HPV16 probes passed a t test significance threshold for detection signals which were greater than background across the tumor population (Table 3) , as would be expected for a genome that is so common in OSCC. Many HPV16 probes also passed the outlier test, indicating that although the signals are consistently different from background, the population's range of intensities is wide and therefore also contains outliers. In contrast, fewer HPV18 and HPV26 probes were significant by t test, reflecting the much lower apparent occurrence of these genomes in this tumor population (Table 3) . However, the outlier analysis easily identified the relatively larger number of probes that produced HPV18 or HPV26 detections by AccSig or MAT score in a few positive samples. For these rarer candidates, some probes were significant by t test because they produced lower but consistent signals over background throughout the population, which may be an account of copy number of genomes present and is not surprising. This also illustrates the need to examine probe-level hybridization intensities, not just to analyze algorithm output scores, when considering candidates for follow-up validation, regardless of the method used for their initial identification.
Validation of PathoChip HPV16 detection. Inspection of HPV16 probe intensities after PathoChip screening (Fig. 6A) revealed patterns of high and low signal across the probe sets and tumor samples with high, low, or undetectable signal overall. PCR primers were designed to regions with high (f1 ϩ r1) or moderate (f2 ϩ r3) signals and adjacent to regions of low signal (primers r2 and r4) (Fig. 6A) . PCR of genomic DNA from representative samples produced the appropriate amplicons from the high-and moderate-signal regions in tumors positive for HPV16 detection. Importantly, amplicons were not observed from HPV16-negative tumors (Fig. 6B) . Occasional faint bands were observed for amplicons using the r2 or r4 primer as expected, as these had low signals in probe sets identified above.
Aliquots of the TransPlex products used for PathoChip screening were combined into six capture pools as indicated in Fig. 6A . The pools were mixed with a panel of biotinylated DNA probes that included HPV16 probes. Pooled DNA that hybridized to the probes was captured by magnetic streptavidin beads. Deep sequencing of libraries derived from the captured material produced a number of reads that map with high homology to the HPV16 genome (Fig. 6A) , and these reads were enriched for the regions targeted by the capture probes but also included distal sequences. Mapping individual reads from each library showed that very few HPV16 templates were present in the sample pool containing only tumors that were HPV16 negative by PathoChip or p16 assays (pool 1, Fig. 6A and C) . More HPV16 templates, up to 73 in pool 3, were observed in the libraries from HPV16-positive tumors. Interestingly, there were regions of high reads which showed high intensities in the majority of the tumors analyzed. The E4 region which was prevalent in the majority of the tumors (Fig. 6A to C) may provide a window into the transcription profiles of HPV16 in these particular type of OSCCs. The oncogenes E6 and E7 also showed a high number of signals in the tumors, but not as dramatic and surprising as the E4 open reading frame (ORF) region. However, this may be an interesting discovery which suggests a higher number of transcripts for the E4 ORFs in these tumors than was previously thought. Notably, the E1 region also showed greater signals in the tiled probes across the HPV16 genome. Predominantly, E4 seems to be the most prominent signal for the OSCC tumors and suggests a greater involvement of E4 in maintenance of the tumor by HPV than previously indicated.
DISCUSSION
The ability of a highly multiplexed, metagenomic assay to detect small nonhuman genomes in an overwhelming background of human sequences will be affected by several factors, including nucleic acid extraction and recovery, target size and copy number, participation in amplification reactions if used, and specific probe performance. The last three factors likely contributed to the differences in assay performance, in which 10,000 copies of JC or BK polyomavirus (5-kb genomes in a 4-kb double-stranded circular DNA plasmid vector) were detected with probe intensity ranges of 61 to 4,889 (JC virus, 42 probes) and 4 to 442 (BK virus, 9 probes). In contrast, adenovirus type 5 (36-kb genome, double-stranded linear nonintegrated DNA) was detected over an intensity range of
FIG 4
Model data illustrating three analysis strategies. Signals from individual probes (x axis) to four genome accessions (Acc) are plotted after hybridization to three hypothetical tumor samples. All probes for Acc2 show high signal in tumor 1 (left), so this candidate should be detectable by comparing the accession's all-probe averages from test samples with those of control samples. A subset of Acc3 probes show high signal in tumor 2 (middle), perhaps due to strain sequence differences or partial deletion of the genome, reducing the all-probe accession average and making detection more difficult. In this case, a sliding window analysis of local probe signals is not biased by accession annotation and may be more sensitive for candidate identification. A single probe for Acc1 has high signal in tumor 3 (right), so a third tier of analysis based solely on individual probe performance is needed to detect organisms not specifically targeted by the PathoChip but sharing sequence homology with one or a few probes.
342 to 65,325 using 63 probes and 100 target genome copies; differences in genome size and conformation may affect participation in whole-genome amplification reactions. Furthermore, probes clearly have different hybridization affinities despite sharing the same bioinformatic design criteria. PathoChip assay sensitivity will therefore vary across accessions and between protocol options, but the inclusion of multiple probes per accession and integration of candidates from different levels of data analysis provide avenues for optimizing the chances of detecting a pathogen in the screening projects. The HPV16 genome, for example, is a 7.9-kb double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) circle and was detected by 67 of 68 probes with intensities ranging from 217 to 31,475 in a naturally infected tissue specimen (OSCC no. 2022).
Integrating multiple probe analyses which include accessionlevel, sliding window, and individual probe comparisons detected HPV16 in 34 of 48 OSCC tumors individually tested by PathoChip screening, a 71% occurrence rate somewhat higher than the estimated 63% rate previously reported (29, 30) but not unreasonable given the rapidly increasing prevalence of papillomaviruses in oropharyngeal cancers (31) . The results of the assay were highly concordant with the molecular pathology reports for p16 overexpression and in some cases suggested that an HPV strain other than HPV16 may be responsible. HPV16 detections by PathoChip assays were confirmed by PCR using primers that are independent of PathoChip probes and by recovery and sequencing of HPV16 regions located outside those targeted by capture probes on the HPV genome.
The ability of the PathoChIP to combine saturation probe sets and RNA and DNA detection enhances the screening for known oncogenic pathogens. If sufficient target copies are present in a sample, inferences regarding genomic structural variation and RNA expression levels may be possible. For HPV16, probes mapping to early gene transcripts produced more overall signal than those for late genes in OSCC samples; this is consistent with studies of actively infected cells and the oncogenic effects of E6/E7 expression (32, 33) . Moreover, the transcription of HPV at the level of detail that we are probing here is greater than previously investigated and suggests a potential role for other transcripts, including the E4 ORF and related antigen, in maintenance of the transformed state in the tumors. Signals from probes to late gene sequences were similar to or somewhat higher than those of probes to intergenic HPV16 sequences. Therefore, the boost in early gene signals is likely due to the RNA portion of the sample target preparation. Among the early genes, strong signals were observed for E6/E7 sequences, and for the E4 region of E2, which is known to be a highly abundant RNA splicing product from the primary transcript (34) . Detailed interpretation of these data is complicated by the ability of HPV16 to exist in episomal and multiple host-genome integrated forms (35) , but probe signal differences within and between tumors will provide the identification of potential agents having oncogenic activities and so lead to new lines of investigation as a follow-up to the initial screening experiment.
Averaging probe signals by accession provided a rapid and rather uncomplicated means to summarize the data and collect the strongest detection candidates. The sliding window analysis generally matched AccSig results but provided better ability to distinguish variants within the set of samples and offers the potential to detect candidates represented by only a portion of an accession. As used here, the MAT algorithm did require more labor because it was applied to each sample in separate operations, but this could be addressed by future automated scripting. Analyses at the individual probe level helped to explain how candidates arose in the AccSig and MAT results and are likely the only way in which previously unknown pathogens with some sequence homology to a conserved (or specific) probe can be detected. Thus, a PathoChip screening project can generate a list of candidates prioritized by the magnitude of detection, detection via multiple analysis strategies, and the rate of detection across the sample population. Combining these results with annotations for the virus or pathogenic microorganism such as host range, tissue specificity, or prevalence in the general population will assist in determination of which agents deserve further attention. This approach is likely to provide a signature of a particular cancer or disease with agents with various degrees of contribution. A window into the natural conditions for commensal and pathogenic organisms will greatly enhance our ability to diagnose and treat cancer and other possible diseases not yet linked to specific agents. The PathoChip screening assay described here supported faster laboratory and data analysis turnarounds than those for deep sequencing of whole-genome tumor DNA or RNA and coverage of viral and eukaryotic genomes not assayed by 16S rRNA approaches. The Agilent SurePrint platform is relatively economical compared to other microarray formats and is flexible for quick production of customized probe subsets or updated metagenome compilations, as well as being compatible with a variety of upstream sample preparation strategies. The PathoChip metagenomic assay allows for a comprehensive assessment of the frequency of coinfection by multiple organisms and their correlation with driving oncogenic events. These events can lead to proliferation early in the infection process as well as over an extensive period during which the contributions by these agents may vary or have specific effects on the host cell important for disease development. The data analysis workflows will test for statistically significant interactions between these infectious agents. Critically, as these studies unfold, the PathoChip data in combination with patient genotyping, RNA profiling, and clinical data may be used to search for genetic or environmental predispositions that influence the host-pathogen interactions important for initiation and maintenance of the cancer phenotype.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Microarray design. National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) databases for genome, gene, and nucleotide accessions were queried (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) for all taxonomy virus annotations and for accessions from prokaryotic and eukaryotic human pathogen lists compiled by literature searches and web resources (http:// www.niaid.nih.gov: Emerging and Re-emerging Infectious Diseases, Category A, B, and C Priority Pathogens). The resulting accessions were assembled into a nonredundant concatenation with 100-N nucleotide separators between accessions. This metagenome was divided into 58 "chromosomes" each around 5 to 10 million nucleotides (nt) in length and submitted to Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA) as a custom design project. Probe sequences, at a maximum of 60 nt with nonhybridizing spacers, were selected using the Agilent array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) design algorithms and then filtered for low likelihood of cross-hybridization to human genomic sequences.
Independently, low-complexity regions in the metagenome were masked using mdust (http://doc.bioperl.org/bioperl-run/lib/Bio/Tools/ Run/Mdust.html) followed by BLASTN 2.0MP-WashU (Advanced Biocomputing, LLC, St. Louis, MO) identification of unique regions in viral accessions (36) . Criteria for unique regions were 250 to 300 bp and Ͻ50 contiguous bp with Ͼ70% identity to a sequence in any other metagenome accession. Conserved viral regions were similarly identified using criteria of 70 to 300 bp and Ͼ70% identity to at least one other virus but not to human sequences. Agilent-designed probes that mapped to unique or conserved regions of the pathogen genomes, or any prokaryotic or eukaryotic pathogen accession, were added to the microarray design by default if fewer than 10 probes were available for the source accession. Otherwise, the probes were filtered for minimum interprobe spacing of 100 bp and distribution that roughly covers the full length of each accession while limiting the number of probes to 10 to 20 per accession. The number of probes was not restricted for known oncogenic viral agents, creating a saturation tiling set covering these accessions. Entire genome sequences were covered to the extent possible with all available Agilent-designed probes. The microarray was supplemented with an additional number of predesigned aCGH probes for 660 genes and 602 intergenic regions from the human genome and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Probes and accession annotations are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ geo/).
Sample preparation. Purified phiX174 virion DNA was purchased from New England Biolabs (N3023S; Ipswich, MA, USA), total DNA from human MRC-5 cells infected with cytomegalovirus (human herpesvirus 5 strain AD169) was ATCC VR-538D, total DNA from human A549 cells infected with adenovirus type 5 (HAdV-5 strain Adenoid 75) was ATCC VR-5D, and total RNA from human HEp-2 cells infected with respiratory syncytial virus (HRSV strain Long) was ATCC VR-26D, all purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA). Plasmid minipreps were prepared from pBR322 subclones carrying JC or BK polyomavirus genomes (J. C. Alwine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA) and from pUC19 carrying the human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) genome (obtained from Peter Howley, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA).
Oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma tumor samples were obtained from the Abramson Cancer Center's Tumor Tissue and Biospecimen Bank (https://somapps.med.upenn.edu/pbr/portal/tumor/). All samples were reviewed by our resident pathologist for case history and confirmed for tumor type and demarcation of the cancer cells. If significant adjacent normal tissue was present, sections were mounted on noncharged glass slides for dissection of tumor tissue using a template slide with a hematoxylin-and-eosin (H&E)-stained section with the cancer region clearly demarcated. Specimens containing mostly cancer cells were provided as paraffin rolls. The rolls or mounted sections (minimum of 5; 10 m each) from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumors were used for sequential DNA and RNA extraction using the AllPrep DN A/RNA FFPE kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). Nucleic acid quality control assessments included A 260/280 ratios, yield, and size distribution by agarose gel electrophoresis in 0.5ϫ Tris-borate EDTA buffering system. As expected, formalin-exposed RNA was partially degraded. However, recovery of most samples was relatively good, allowing for further processing. In most of the samples, the fragment sizes were acceptable and were moved ahead for cDNA conversion.
Whole-genome amplifications (WGAs) of genomic DNA and/or cDNA from random-primed, reverse-transcribed total RNA were performed with the Illustra GenomiPhi v2 kit (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), the Ovation WGA system (NuGEN, San Carlos, CA, USA), and GenomePlex or TransPlex kits (WGA2 and WTA2; SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) using manufacturer-recommended protocols and input amounts. Amplification products were purified with the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen), and 2 g was used for Cy3 dye labeling by the SureTag labeling kit (Agilent). Cy5 dye labeling was performed on 2 g of human reference DNA from the Agilent SureTag kit, without prior WGA (experiment 1, Table 1 ) or after WGA (other experiments), as a control to report probe cross-hybridization to human DNA. Labeled DNA was purified with SureTag kit spin columns, and specific activities were calculated for use in hybridization reactions.
Microarray production and processing. SurePrint glass slide microarrays (Agilent Technologies Inc.) were manufactured with 60-nt DNA oligomers synthesized in 60,000 features on eight replicate arrays per slide. PathoChip v2a and v2b contained 60,000 probes to unique target regions and conserved plus saturation target regions, respectively. PathoChip v3 contained 37,704 probes to unique targets and 23,627 probes to conserved targets or to saturate known oncogenic and pathogenic viral agents.
Labeled samples were hybridized to microarrays as described in the Agilent Oligonucleotide Array-Based CGH for Genomic DNA Analysis protocol (version 7.2, G4410-90010). Master mixes containing aCGH blocking agent, HI-RPM hybridization buffer, and Cot-1 DNA (pilot assays only) were added to a mixture of the entire labeled test sample and the xhh DNA control sample, denatured, and hybridized to arrays under 8-chamber gasket slides at 65°C with 20-rpm rotation for 40 h in an Agilent hybridization oven. Arrays were processed using wash procedure A and scanned on an Agilent SureScan G4900DA microarray scanner.
Microarray data analysis. Scanned microarray images were analyzed using Agilent Feature Extraction software to calculate average pixel intensity and subtract local background for each feature. Images were manually examined to note any arrays affected by high background, scratches, or other technical artifacts. The intensity distribution and channel balance were not used for quality control because they are expected to have little or no signal, except for the control human probes.
Feature intensities for Cy3 and Cy5 channels were imported into the Partek Genomics Suite (Partek Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA). The average intensity for human intergenic control probes was calculated for cohybridized test and xhh DNA samples, and a scale factor was determined which would make the Cy5 xhh DNA average equal to the Cy3 average. The Cy5 intensities for all PathoChip probes were then multiplied by the scale factor to normalize for differences in dye performance. Cy3/Cy5 ratios and Cy3-Cy5 subtractions were calculated for each probe to provide input for dual-channel or single-channel analysis pipelines, respectively. Accession average (AccAvg) was defined as the average Cy3 or Cy5 intensity across all probes for one accession, and accession signal (AccSig) was defined as AccAvg(Cy3) Ϫ AccAvg(Cy5).
Model-based analysis of tiling arrays (MAT) (28) as implemented in Partek was used for sliding window analysis of probe signals (Cy3 minus Cy5) for each tumor sample. MAT parameters were P value cutoff of 0.99, window of 5,000 bp, minimum number of positive probes of 5, and dis-
Figure Legend Continued
reads that mapped to the HPV16 genome from all sample pools; the x axis shows map coordinates scaled to match the transcript map. (B) PCR using the forward (fwd) and reverse (rev) primers shown in panel a detected at least one HPV16 region in samples with hybridization to most or some PathoChip HPV16 probes and no detection in samples that were negative for PathoChip signal or were no-template controls. The m1 marker is phiX174 HaeIII digest, and the m2 marker contains the four amplicons produced from a plasmid carrying the HPV16 genome. (C) The individual reads obtained from cap-seq are shown for the sample pools from panel A. Pool 1 contained seven samples with low or no hybridization signal to HPV16 probes in PathoChip screening assays; 71% of the remaining samples were positive for PathoChip HPV16 detection. Whole-genome amplified DNA plus cDNA was hybridized to a set of six biotinylated HPV16 probes, captured on streptavidin beads, and used for tagmentation library preparation and deep sequencing with paired-end 250-nt reads. (Tagmentation is the process of tagging the fragmented DNA generated during library perpetration.) Reads (gray arrows) that map to the HPV16 reference genome sequence (blue) cluster around the capture probe locations (red segments in the 1-kb coordinate map), but templates up to 3 kb away from a capture probe were also recovered. card value of 0%. Candidate regions were classified by MAT scores of 30 to 300, 300 to 3,000, and Ͼ3,000.
Partek analysis of variance (ANOVA) tools were used to perform paired t tests with multiple testing correction using all tumor samples as replicates of the test condition and cohybridized xhh DNA replicates as the control condition. Comparisons were performed at the accession level using AccAvg(Cy3) versus AccAvg(Cy5), and at the individual probe level using Cy3 versus Cy5 intensity values. Significance thresholds were set at a step-up false discovery rate of Ͻ0.05 and fold difference of Ͼ2. An outlier analysis was also performed at accession and probe levels by calculating the standard deviation of AccSig or probe signal across all tumors and filtering for any values that were 2 or more standard deviations higher than the population mean.
HPV16 PCR and capture sequencing. PCR amplification reaction mixtures for HPV16 detection contained 100 ng of tumor DNA and primer f1 (5= AAGCGAAGACAGCGGGTATG), f2 (5= AGGAGTACCTA CGACATGGGG), r1 (5= TGGTGTTTGGCATATAGTGTGTC), r2 (5= TGGCGTGTCTCCATACACTT), r3 (5= GTGGTGGGTGTAGCTTTTC GT), or r4 (5= TGGCAAGCAGGAAACGTACA). DNA was denatured at 94°C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 57°C for 60 s, and 65°C for 60 s.
Magnetic bead capture was used to create libraries of targeted sequences for deep sequencing. Selected PathoChip probes with high signals for candidate organisms were synthesized as 5=-biotinylated DNA oligomers (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA, USA), mixed as a 36-probe panel, including six probes for HPV16 (Fig. 6A) , and hybridized to pools of tumor targets. Targets were captured by pooling the TransPlex products used for PathoChip screening (100 tumors over six pools) and then adding a probe panel aliquot containing 2.5 pmol of each probe to 150 ng of each target pool in 100-l reaction mixtures with 1ϫ TMAC buffer (3 M tetramethylammonium chloride, 0.1% Sarkosyl, 50 mM TrisHCl, 4 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). The reaction mixtures were denatured at 100°C for 10 min followed by hybridization at 60°C for 3 h. M-280 streptavidin Dynabeads (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) (1,530 g) were then added with continuous mixing at room temperature for 3 h, followed by three washes of the magnetically captured bead-probe-target complexes with 1 ml 2ϫ SSC (1ϫ SSC is 0.15 M NaCl plus 0.015 M sodium citrate) and three washes with 1 ml 0.1ϫ SSC. Captured single-stranded target DNA was eluted in 50 l Tris-EDTA (TE) at 100°C for 10 min.
The six capture eluates (1 l) were reamplified by GenomePlex reactions (WGA3; Sigma-Aldrich), purified by Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, USA) using the manufacturer's protocol, and assessed for yield by Qubit double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) assays (Life Technologies, Inc.) and for size distribution by agarose gel electrophoresis. Sequencing libraries were prepared using the Nextera XT DNA sample preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), with dual indexing and bead library normalization according to the manufacturer's protocols. After Qubit quantitation, libraries were submitted to the Washington University Genome Technology Access Center (St. Louis, MO) for quantitative PCR (qPCR) quality control measurements, library pooling, and sequencing on one flow cell of an Illumina MiSeq instrument with paired-end 250-nt reads. Approximately 400,000 reads from the six OSCC libraries generated were aligned to the PathoChip metagenome or the human genome using the Bowtie2 aligner (36) in sensitive-local mode. Reads mapping to HPV16 with MapQ scores of 20 or better were identified using Integrative Genomics Viewer 2.3.25 (37) .
Institutional oversight. The research described does not involve animals. Tumors from human subjects were collected with informed consent for research use and were received as deidentified samples. This study was approved by the University of Pennsylvania institutional review board.
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